How much space needed behind to walk around?
How much long does the couch need to be for 3 people?
How deep does the couch need to be for sitting? (not incl. back)
How much space between couch and side chairs?
How much space between couch and table?

How much space per person on a sectional couch?
How much space between table and couch - both sides?
How far from tv should couch be? min?
Max?
How large should a table for 4 be?
What is the diameter of a plate? Size of a placemat?
How much space do you need for each person - width?
Can the 4 person table be used for 6? If not, what size?
How close to the wall can this table be so that people can get out?
How close can another table be to this one with 6 people?

Can the 4 person table be used for 6? If not, what size?
How close to the wall can this table be so that people can get out?
How close can another table be to this one with 6 people?
How much space does each person need at the table- width?
How close to the wall can this table be so that people can get out?
What length of bench would be used for 5 people?
How wide deep would it be?
What is the height of the table?
What is the height of the seat of the chair?
How far in does the chair go under the table when you are sitting in it?
How far in does the chair go under the table when not being used?
Single/twin bed: What is the mattress dimension?
How large is a bunk bed with the frame?
How wide is the ladder?
Which sides can be next to a wall? - highlight the sides on dwg.
Full bed: What is the mattress dimensions?
How much space do you need on each side to get in and out?
What is the size with a Full bedframe?
Which sides can be next to a wall? - highlight the sides on dwg.
Queen bed: What is the mattress dimensions?
How much space do you need on each side to get in and out?
What is the size with a Queen bedframe?
Which sides can be next to a wall? - highlight the sides on dwg.
What is a comfortable height for a bed?
How much storage can be under the bed with this height?

What is a comfortable vertical space for the bottom bunk?
What is a comfortable height for the upper bunk?
Can you stack 3 beds and be comfortable?
How much storage can be under the bed with this height?

